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Disclosures

• The speaker:
• Has provided expert legal testimony in disputes in the US, including 

cases or issues related to contact sport athletes 
• Receives no research support from any sport organization or players 

association
• Does not accept honoraria for presentations
• Has been occasionally re-imbursed for travel expenses for educational 

seminars



• The discussion reflects the speaker’s opinions



Point #1

• CTE in 20th century boxers was a clinical entity



JAMA 1928;91(15):1103-1107



Martland, HS. JAMA 1928;91(15):1103-1107



“CTE” encefalopatia traumatica cronica came 
to attention because of its clinical 
presentation, obvious even to fans

• 1928 Martland – no (boxer) neuropathology
• 1934 Parker – no neuropathology
• 1936 Carroll – no neuropathology
• 1937 Millspaugh – no neuropathology 
• 1949 Critchley – no neuropathology



Based on 20th century literature

Neurological signs in 20th century boxers 
(in decreasing order of frequency)

Dysarthria

Memory loss

Abnormal ANDATURA gait, with or without ataxia

Increased reflexes, often asymmetrical

Visual signs – vision loss, eye movement disorders

Tremor

Ataxia

Expressionless or impassive facies FACIES SENZA ESPRESSIONE 
O IMPASSIBILI
Extensor Babinski sign SEGNO DI BABINSKI DELL'ESTENSORE

Euphoria or fatuousness FATUITA'

Dementia

Positive Romberg

Pathological drooling or dribbling SBAVAMENTO



“CTE” in the 20th century

• A diverse spectrum of neurological deficits from repeated traumatic brain injury, 
including moderate to severe TBI TRAUMA CRANICO in some cases.

• Where detailed records exist, athletes were symptomatic prior to retirement (i.e, 
no “latency” or “delay”)

• In many cases, neurological injury could be traced to specific fights INCONTRI.
• Essentially all severely affected boxers PUGILI fought prior to World War II.

“Severely disabling degrees of this syndrome were 
encountered very infrequently, and not at all in those whose 
professional careers followed the last war” (page 110).  

Roberts A. Brain Damage in Boxers. London: Pitman Medical and Scientific Publishing Co. 
LTD, 1969.



JAMA 1969;210(12):2272

Is (20th century) CTE ENCEFALOPATIA 
TRAUMATICA CRONICA a “relic of the past”?



Point #2 – 21st century CTE is a AUTOPSIA post-
mortem finding (CTE neuropathologic change, 
CTE-NC) CAMBIAMENTO NEUROPATOLOGICO

• No clinical disease has been 
elucidated

• CTE-NC has no established 
clinical correlates

(2016) “P-tau aggregates in neurons, astrocytes, and 
cell processes around small vessels in an irregular 
pattern at the depths of the cortical sulci”

(2021) “P-tau aggregates in neurons, with or without 
thorn-shaped A FORMA DI SPINA astrocytes, at the 
depth of a cortical sulcus around a small blood vessel, 
deep in the parenchyma, and not restricted to the subpial 
SUBPIALE and superficial region of the sulcus.”



Point #3 – CTE-NC ENCEFALOPATIA TRAUMATICA 
CRONICA CON CAMBIAMENTO NEUROPATOLOGICO 
is a research entity

Page 214



Point #4 – Reseachers struggle to separate 
CTE-NC from aging (normal variation)

Page 216





• Example, astrocytic tau
• Involves cerebral cortex
• Sulcal depths, around small blood 

vessels
• Lacks a clinical correlate



Point #4 – CTE-NC occurs in people with no 
contact sport or TBI history
• Reviewed in Iverson et al. Brain 2019;142(12):3672-3693
• Bieniek et al. Brain Pathology 2020;30:63-74

• Basketball – 5.4% with CTE-NC
• Baseball – 7.8% with CTE-NC
• Football – 7.9% with CTE-NC 
• Athletes overall – 5%
• No contact sport – 1.3%
• “Contact sport” was not associated with any adverse neurological or mental 

health outcome



Brandenberg W, Hallervorden J.  Dementia pugilistica mit anatomischem Befund.  Arch F Path Anat 1954;325:680-709

Early onset Alzheimer’s disease, probable PS1 mutation?*
Symptomatic for 10 years

Point #5 – Detailed clinicopathological correlations 
often reveal known conditions (not CTE)

*Castellani R, Perry G. Dementia Pugilistica Revisited. J Alzheimer Dis 2017;60:1209-1221



“…it would appear that the kind of progression 
indistinguishable from Alzheimer’s disease, 
described in two of the fourteen neuropathological 
studies so far…must be extremely uncommon. So 
much so, that the question of the fortuitous 
occurrence in boxers of Alzheimer’s disease in 
these two cases cannot be entirely ignored.”
Roberts A. Brain Damage in Boxers. London: Pitman Medical and 
Scientific Publishing Co. LTD, 1969.



Neubuerger et al, 1959 – Frontotemporal 
lobar degeneration

Frontal cortex neuronal loss without NFT  - today this is called 
frontotemporal lobar degeneration or frontotemporal dementia



77 year old, 700 fights

Corsellis et al, 1973

• 15 cases
• 5 with other diseases (including AD, 

LBD, PSP)
• 3 with no findings
• 7/15 with CTE (20th century version)

• Four changes emphasized
• Septal abnormalities
• Cerebellar tonsillar sclerosis
• Substantia nigra neuron loss
• Neurofibrillary tangles

*Acta Neuropathologica (2018) 136:973–974



Neuropathology of 20th century boxers

• 37 cases with pathology
• About 2/3’s were either 

misdiagnoses or had nonspecific 
or indecipherable findings

• For the 1/3 of cases consistent 
with CTE

• Neurological signs at or prior to 
retirement

• Co-morbid vascular disease, 
alcoholism, non-sport TBI

• Survival for decades following boxing
• All from early 20th century 

*All cases referred to as “neuropathologically verified” 
(J Neuropathol Exp Neurol 2009;68(7): 7090-735)



Point #6 – Are anecdotal cases unduly 
persuasive?



“CTE” described in an NFL athlete in 2005



“Boxers with long-standing CTE are frequently demented (46%) and may 
be misdiagnosed clinically as AD (47), as occurred in Cases 2 and 3.”





Point #7 – CTE as a “neurodegenerative 
disorder”



“The principle behind what is currently called degenerative 
disease of the nervous system is a pattern of progressive 
neuronal loss in functionally related cells such as those of the 
basal ganglia, cerebellum, or cerebral cortex, and so on. These 
diseases can be identified clinically by a more or less 
smoothly progressive loss of neurologic function referable 
to the affected system, for example, parkinsonian features, 
ataxia, or dementia…”

Chapter 38 of Adams and Victor’s Principles of Neurology, page 1082



• Martland, 1928 - ‘Many cases remain mild in nature and do not progress beyond this point’ (page 1103). 

• Parker, 1934 - ‘It is thus possible that a pugilist may be only mildly affected, and may continue to fight to the end of his 
career, or he may be so disabled that he ultimately has to quit boxing and yet gets no worse in after life’…‘after the 
patient’s fighting career was over his condition remained stationary or perhaps improved slightly’ 

• Carroll, 1936 - ‘When these symptoms have once appeared, they will not only persist, but may progress for a period of 
a year or so when they will naturally become stationary. Thus, punch-drunk is a self-limited rather than a progressive 
encephalopathy’

• Bowman and Blau, 1940 - “When the symptoms of punch drunk have once appeared, they are persistent and usually 
progress for a period of a year or more, when the condition usually becomes stationary.”

• Roberts, 1969 - There is a good deal of evidence in the present study to suggest that in most cases the condition 
remains stationary when the individual has stopped boxing, and indeed there are excellent independent accounts for a 
few of undoubted improvement after retirement’ 

Cases were often not progressive



Neurodegenerative diseases?

• 20th Century CTE in boxers
• Progression in boxers was variable and limited
• Smoothly progressive disease to full blown dementia raised the issue 

of canonical disease. 
• 21th Century CTE-NC

• Lacks a clinical correlate
• Most closely aligned with incidental, age-related changes



Of note…

• There are no known environmental causes for Alzheimer’s 
disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or 
frontotemporal dementia 

• All have genetic susceptibilities, including pathogenic mutations 
in some cases

• In general, likelihood of genetic cause/pathogenic mutation 
increases with early onset disease (up to 44% for ALS in one 
study*)

• Others are strictly genetic – Huntington’s disease, 
spinocerebellar ataxias 



• From the website article entitled ‘Focus on Traumatic Brain Injury Research.’

• ‘Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is a delayed neurodegenerative disorder that 
was initially identified in postmortem brains and, research-to-date suggests, is caused in 
part by repeated traumatic brain injuries. NINDS supports ongoing efforts to refine 
diagnostic criteria for both CTE (postmortem diagnosis) and the associated Traumatic 
Encephalopathy Syndrome (TES; diagnosis in the living).’

• https://www.ninds.nih.gov/current-research/focus-disorders/focus-traumatic-brain-injury-research

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/current-research/focus-disorders/focus-traumatic-brain-injury-research


CTE Neuropathology studies 

The path forward

• Evidence-based medicine
• Transparency in science
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